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ABSTRACT

We report in this Letter the outstanding frequency stability performance of an autonomous cryogenic sapphire oscillator (CSO) presenting a
flicker frequency noise floor below 2� 10�16 near 1000 s of integration time and a long-term Allan deviation limited by a random walk pro-
cess of �1� 10�18
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. The frequency stability qualification at this level called for the implementation of sophisticated instrumentation asso-
ciated with ultra-stable frequency references. This result is technologically sound as it demonstrates the potentiality of the CSO technology.
From the physical point of view, it sets an upper limit to the ultimate noise floor of the cryogenic microwave resonator that is competitive to
that of the ultra-stable optical Fabry–P�erot cavities.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0153711

Tests of fundamental physics,1–4 radioastronomy,5,6 and funda-
mental and applied metrology7,8 make an extensive use of ultra-stable
frequency sources, for which there is a constant demand for improved
frequency stability performance for the measurement time ranging
from 1 to 106 s. Atomic frequency standards are, of course, preferred
when accuracy and long-term frequency stability are required.
However, even in this case, an ultra-stable signal source based on a
high Q-factor macroscopic resonator is needed to reach the ultimate
frequency stability of the atomic clock.9–11 These secondary references,
which are not based on the observation of an atomic resonance, are
built around an ultrasonic quartz resonator for the radio-frequency
(RF) and very-high-frequency (VHF) band, a dielectric resonator for
microwaves, or a Fabry–P�erot cavity for optics. The macroscopic reso-
nator can be integrated directly in the loop of a self-sustained oscillator
or used as a passive reference on which a flywheel oscillator is stabi-
lized. The high Q-factor and the power-handling capability of the
macroscopic resonator guarantee a high short-term frequency stability.
However, at mid- and long-term, i.e., for the integration time ranging
from 10 s to few days, the oscillator frequency stability is degraded by
the fluctuations of the resonator natural frequency.

The design of a signal source with the highest frequency stability
in the widest integration time range is challenging. Indeed, we have to
manage a great number of perturbation sources impacting the fre-
quency stability at different integration times. The means of

overcoming all these disturbances are often contradictory between
them, and thus, tradeoffs have to be found. For example, increasing
the signal power increases the signal to noise ratio and thus is favor-
able for the short term frequency stability. However, it can also induce
a resonator non-linearity, which makes the resonant frequency sensi-
tive to the signal amplitude,12–14 thus will impact the long-term fre-
quency stability.

The metrological aspect is also very challenging when we have
to optimize and qualify a new type of ultra-stable source. If a better
reference is not available, two almost identical units have to be imple-
mented and compared. As it is impossible to ensure that each signal
source contributes equally to the observed frequency fluctuations, the
measured result gives only an overestimated Allan deviation
(ADEV). If an improvement is made to one unit, its impact on the
measurement result can be hidden by fluctuations of the other source.
A more efficient way to get the intrinsic frequency stability of the
oscillator to be qualified is to apply the three-cornered-hat (TCH)
method or the covariance method.15 The price to be paid is the need
of two other signal sources with comparable performances. These
methods have actually been used for several types of ultra-stable oscil-
lators,16–18 providing a better understanding of the main frequency
stability limitations. However, the TCH or covariance methods fail
when correlations exist between two of the signal sources that are
compared, giving non-realistic variances. One of the major issues
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comes from mid- or long-term environment fluctuations that could
induce such correlations.

The cryogenic sapphire oscillator (CSO) is an autonomous
microwave oscillator able to meet the requirements for many very
demanding applications. All our resonators are made of high-purity
sapphire monocrystal (Al2O3) shaped as a cylinder of 54mm-diameter
and 30mm-high, cooled down near the liquid helium temperature.
This resonator operates in the quasi-transverse magnetic whispering-
gallery mode WGH15,0,0 at �0 ¼ 9:99 GHz. The resonant frequency
shows a turnover temperature T0 for which the resonator sensitivity to
temperature variations nulls at the first order. The appearance of this
turning point results from the presence of a small amount of paramag-
netic impurities as Cr3þ or Mo3þ and is specific to each resonator.
The CSO is a Pound-Galani oscillator: The resonator is used in the
transmission mode in a regular oscillator loop and in the reflection
mode as the discriminator of the classical Pound servo. The sustaining
stage and the control electronics are placed at room temperature. The
CSO output at �0 drives the frequency synthesizer, which delivers sev-
eral output frequencies: 10GHz, 100 MHz, and 10MHz in the typical
implementation. The synthesizer can be disciplined at long term on an
external 100MHz signal coming from a hydrogen maser (HM), for
example.

The first CSO generation incorporating a 6 or 8 kW cryocooler as
the cold source, demonstrated an ADEV ryðsÞ < 1� 10�15 for 1 s
� s � 10 000 s with <1� 10�14/day drift.19,20 In these CSOs, we
implemented sapphire crystals obtained with the heat exchanger or
Kyropoulos method of growth. T0 is found between 5.8 and 6.3K.

A second CSO generation, code-named ULISS-2G, consuming
only a 3 kW single phase is now commercially available. The conserva-
tive ADEV specification of ULISS-2G is as follows: ryðsÞ � 3� 10�15

for 1 s � s � 10 000 s and better than 1� 10�14 over one day.21 To
achieve the low consumption objective, the cryostat was totally rede-
signed and the technical solutions we implemented are detailed in a
previous publication.22 The results presented in Ref. 22 have been
obtained with a Kyropoulos resonator with T0 ¼ 5:2 K. We already
build, validated, and delivered five ULISS-2G CSOs to different inter-
national metrological institutes.23 The sixth unit has been operating
for the first time in March 2022. These six units are nearly identical in
design and implementation. The instrument is shown in Fig. 1. They
incorporate sapphire crystals obtained with the top seeded melt
growth method. A noticeable difference with our previous implemen-
tations is the resonator turnover temperature found here between 6.2
and 7.5K. This is not anecdotal because the material heat capacity and
thermal conductance as well as the resonator residual thermal sensitiv-
ity vary significantly between 5 and 8K. We demonstrate in Ref. 24
that the lowest T0 is advantageous for the short-term frequency stabil-
ity. Indeed, the temperature control is more efficient: lower resonator
sensitivity, smaller time constants, and higher sensitivity of the tem-
perature sensor.

Although its design is identical to the previous machines, the last
and sixth unit, code-named U10, showed improved performances from
the first tests. In this Letter, we report on the frequency stability charac-
terization of this new CSO between 1 s and about 3days, with an
improved measurement resolution compared to previous stability mea-
surements. The U10 ADEV is below 2� 10�16 between 100 and 104 s.

For the measurements described here, U10 was implemented in
the laboratory workshop equipped only with the standard air-

conditioning system of a flat. Depending on the sunlight, the tempera-
ture near the cryostat can vary of several degrees during the day.
Moreover, the workshop is in free access for laboratory staffs, and this
makes it impossible to maintain an undisturbed ambient for the dura-
tion of the measurement (few days).

The accurate qualification of U10 between 1 s and about 3 days
has been made possible by the availability of a multichannel real-time
phasemeter designed by one of the authors.25 This instrument, i.e., the
Time Processor, is based on the Tracking Direct Digital Synthesizer
(TDDS) technology. In short, a dedicated direct digital synthesizer
(DDS) is phase-locked to each input signal and the phase information
of the input with respect to the local oscillator is extracted from the
phase-control word. The data are normalized to phase time, so that
channels at different frequencies can be compared directly. The newly
implemented version of the Time Processor is able to compare
together up to 16 independent signal sources or beatnotes at different
frequencies. Each input is characterized by an acquisition and lock
range of 5–400 MHz, and a cutoff frequency (fH) of 5Hz. The
one channel resolution in terms of Allan Deviation (ADEV) is
ryðsÞ ¼ 1:7� 10�14=s ð2:1� 10�14=sÞ for a 100 ð10Þ MHz input
carrier. This limitation is set by the intrinsic phase noise of the DDSs.
The measurement setup is schematized in Fig. 2.

To perform our measurements, we used the RF and microwave
ultra-stable references available in our laboratory: a set of three hydro-
gen masers (HMs), as well as a set of three high-performance first

FIG. 1. View of the CSO. The cryostat is integrated at the bottom of a 19 in. rack
supporting also the frequency synthesis and the control electronics.
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generation CSOs, placed in two independent temperature stabilized
room at 226 0:5 �C.26 The first inputs of the Time Processor receive
the hydrogen maser signals at 10 or 100MHz and compare them with
the 1GHz local oscillator of the instrument. The latter is compared
also with U10 and with the three reference CSOs by means of a by-10
frequency multiplier and of frequency mixers that produce three beat-
notes in the 10MHz range. The instrument measures the three beat-
notes and scales the results to the nominal frequencies of the CSOs. In
this way, the residual noise of the instrument is reduced by about three
orders of magnitude and becomes completely negligible. In the second
step, the phase-time difference of U10 with respect to the other chan-
nels is computed and used to calculate the two-sample covariance of
U10 with respect to two CSOs and two HMs. We point out that these
differences cancel out the contribution of the local oscillator that, thus,
does not contribute to the measure. The results presented here have
been obtained using CSO-1, CSO-2, IM-102, and IM-82 as references.
The permutations done with CSO-3 and IM-86 led to the same results,
demonstrating the reproducibility of the procedure.

U10 was turned on for the first time in March 2022. Then, during
the first month, the parameters of the different control loops were
adjusted and optimized. During this phase, the CSO experienced sig-
nificant variations in its operating parameters. Thereafter, the CSO
was left running, and the first stability assessment began. The follow-
ing evaluations were carried out just after this adjustment phase, and
the CSO still had a significant drift, i.e., 6� 10�14=day that slowly
decreases over time. Thereby, for all the results presented here, the
ADEV calculations have been computed after a drift removal. The rea-
sons for such frequency drifts are still being investigated. However, we
have ruled out any technical issues including aging of electronic com-
ponents and thermal sensors. The most accredited hypothesis is that
drift results from the relaxation of mechanical stress in the sapphire

crystal.27,28 It can, thus, vary from a resonator to another depending
on its clamping force and on the crystal history and, in particular, to
the annealing process carried out by the manufacturer. We note that
the oldest CSOs we implemented have the lowest frequency drift.20,29

This fact supports a correlation between drift and crystal growth
method, where HEM growth of the oldest crystals results in a lower
drift. However, data are insufficient to draw a clear conclusion.

At short term, the three reference CSOs are far better than the
hydrogen masers. They reach an ADEV better than 1� 10�15 for s¼ 1
s, while it is typically 7� 10�14 for the HMs. Thanks to correlation and
averaging that are inherent to two-sample covariance, the influence of
the reference sources frequency fluctuations on the measured ADEV is
reduced by m1=4,m being the number of measurements at a given inte-
gration time s. The two CSOs are used for the evaluation of the short
term, since their frequency noise is much lower than masers, and,
thanks to the number of averages, their contribution is below
1� 10�16. Such level of resolution could not be reached by using the
two HMs, since it would require an unrealistic acquisition time.

For s � 700 s, the CSOs’ frequency fluctuations are partially cor-
related owing to pulling by the common fluctuating temperature of
the room in where the CSOs are located. The covariance method
applied in this integration time range gives for U10 a negative and
unrealistic ADEV. Such a level of correlation does not exist between
the HMs frequency fluctuations because (i) the HM thermal sensitivity
is about ten times lower than that of CSOs, (ii) the heat generated by
the instruments is lower in the HM room, and (iii) the situation in the
building is more favorable for the HM room, making the ambient tem-
perature regulation more easy to tune.

Thus, Fig. 3 represents the U10 ADEV, obtained by combining
the calculations made with two different sets of data. Until s¼ 700 s,
the U10 ADEV is determined from the comparison with CSO-1 and
CSO-2, and for the longer integration times, the comparison with
HM-102 and HM-82 is used.

The most important result is that the relative frequency instability
of U10 is less than 2� 10�16 for 100 s � s � 10 000 s, making the
CSO the best commercially available oscillator based on a macroscopic
resonator. At longer integration time, the U10 ADEV appears limited
by a random walk process, such as ryðsÞ � 1:1� 10�18

ffiffiffi
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.
Some deviations of the actual ADEV from these two asymptotes

can be explained. At short term, the hump #1 around few seconds

FIG. 2. Measurement setup. U10 was compared to the cryogenic sapphire oscilla-
tors CSO-1 and CSO-2 and the hydrogen masers HM-102 and HM-82. The two
others reference sources, i.e., CSO-3 and HM-86, were used for health check.

FIG. 3. U10 ADEV mean estimates. Error bars: 68% confidence intervals.
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results from the imperfect resonator temperature stabilization as dem-
onstrated in.16,24 Then, the resonator and its surroundings thermal
mass filter the residual temperature fluctuations, and the ADEV rolls
off with a slope �s�1 until about 100 s. Note that better short-term
frequency stability has been obtained with resonator characterized by
T0 < 6K.16,22 The notch #2, which appears just before 1000 s, is the
residual of the unrealistic ADEV roll-off due to the correlation existing
in the CSO references frequency fluctuations. Eventually, at around
half a day, the small bump, i.e., #3 in Fig. 3, can be the signature of the
daily temperature fluctuations revealed by the U10 residual sensitivity.

The reason why U10 is more stable than the previous CSOs in
the medium term are still unclear. That said, we discuss conjectures
and avenues of future research.

This is the first systematic use of the Time Processor for the char-
acterization of a CSO, while the previous CSOs were validated using
the classical TCH method. Comparing the experiments, we suspect
that the previous frequency stability measurement was somewhat cor-
rupted in the mid-term region by hidden correlated phenomena.

Notwithstanding the same design, there are small differences
between samples of ULISS-2G, hard to control accurately. This is the
case of (i) the clamping force on the resonator’s spindle, (ii) the ther-
mal resistance in the contact between the different subsystems, and
(iii) the coupling of the main resonance to nearby spurious modes.
Likewise, ferromagnetic components at a low temperature (isolators
and circulators close to the resonator) suffer from a spread of isolation,
S parameters, and phase noise.

The overall environmental sensitivity of the oscillator is affected
in a small but unpredictable way by these uncontrolled experimental
parameters. In some circumstances, the interplay between parts may
result in a partial compensation of the temperature fluctuations.

Finally, the remarkable frequency stability achieved by U10 vali-
dates the CSO technology. Our measurements set an upper limit to
the noise of the resonator’s frequency flicker at ry ¼ 2� 10�16 (Allan
variance). This value may be used to test physical theories about the
ultimate stability of crystals, as it has been done with optical
Fabry–P�erot cavities.
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